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The properties of practical stability and exponential estimates of trajectory
bounds for retarded systems with uncertain external disturbances are investigated.
Our approach is adaptable to general regarded functional differential equations
 .RFDEs with bounded disturbances. By applying our results to the LQ regulator
problem with uncertain input delay and bounded external disturbances, it can be
found that our results provide an effective method for quantitative stability analysis
of retarded systems. Q 1998 Academic Press
I. INTRODUCTION
In practical engineering systems, two factors which become sources of
instability in control systems have troubled control experts for a long time.
One is uncertain delay, which is usually time varying and sometimes varies
violently with time due to the finite switching speed of amplifiers and
faults in the electrical circuit. The other is uncertain external disturbance,
which tends to introduce oscillation. In the past few years, many contribu-
tions have been devoted to investigating the stability of retarded systems.
wAn important approach is based on the Razumikhin-type theorems 1, 4]6,
x12 , which enable us to employ Lyapunov functions instead of Lyapunov
functionals to study the stability of retarded functional differential equa-
 .tions RFDEs . It is well known that an ideal feature in applications is
asymptotic stability. However, for the existence of random external pertur-
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bations, systems are hard to be asymptotically stable and yet their perfor-
mance may be acceptable while the trajectories oscillate around a mathe-
matically unstable course. Many problems encountered in engineering fall
into this category. To deal with such situations, the concept of practical
w xstability 7]9, 11 , which is based on the works of Chetayev, Moiseyev,
w xMelnikov, and LaSalle and Lefschetz 9 , is more useful.
In practice, one is not only interested in the stability properties, but also
in the quantitative transient characteristics of solutions of systems. In
practical engineering systems, constrained control signals are generally
encountered if the control laws are used for transferring the plant from
one stationary point to another, or for large disturbances. It is important
that the states of the systems remain in the desired region so that a state
feedback law can be used freely. However, qualitative stable analysis
cannot generally guarantee that the states of the systems remain in a
certain region. So, it is of reasonable importance to achieve the quantita-
tive estimates of solutions of systems. There are some works for obtaining
information about the transient responses of dynamical systems. For
w xexample, Michel 11 developed a meaningful quantitative theory for the
w xanalysis of dynamical systems, Lehman and Shujaee 10 presented esti-
mates on the rate of decay of solutions of time-varying RFDEs and
w x  w x.generalized the results in 3 also see 2, pp. 389]391 , and Chunhai Hou
w xand Jixin Qian 6 obtained an estimate of the decay rate for a class of
Razumikhin-type RFDEs without external disturbances.
Here, it will be illustrated that, by using Razumikhin-type theorems,
information about both stability properties and decay estimates of tran-
sient responses of retarded systems with uncertain external disturbance is
achieved. As the application of our results, the well-known LQ regulator
problem with uncertain input delay and external disturbance is investi-
gated. The advantage of our approach is that we present an estimate of the
transient behavior for such problems.
The organization of the remainder of the paper is as follows: In Section
II, some definitions are given. In Section III, the main results are derived.
In Section IV, we apply our results obtained in Section III to an LQ
regulator problem with uncertain input delay and external disturbance.
Section V summarizes the results.
II. DEFINITIONS
q  ..If u: R ª R is a continuous function, then D u t denotes the
right-hand derivative of u and
< < < <u s sup u t q u . 1 4 .  .rt
w xug yr , 0
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 . q w . nR s y`, q` , R s 0, q` , and R denotes an n-dimensional linear
5 5vector space over R. Let ? denote the Euclidean norm. For any A g
n=n 5 5 5 5R , A denotes the matrix norm of A induced by the vector norm ? .
 .  .  .l ? denotes the ith eigenvalue of the square matrix ? , Re l ? its reali i
 .  .  .part 1 F i F n . l ? and l ? are defined as follows:max min
l ? s max Re l ? , l ? s min Re l ? . 2 4  4 .  .  .  .  .max i min i
1FiFn 1FiFn
w x n.C a, b , R is the Banach space of continuous functions mapping the
w x ninterval a, b into R with the topology of uniform convergence. We let
w x n.C s C yr, 0 , R and designate the norm of an element f g C byr r
5 5 <  . <  .  .f s sup f u . We let x g C be defined by x u s x t q u ,yr F u F 0 t r t
yr F u F 0.
 .Consider the RFDE f with external disturbances
Dq x t s f t , x , « , 3 .  .  . . t t
 n.  < 5 5 4where f g C R = C = V, R and « g V s h h F « . For conve-r t t t
 .  .  .nience, we also assume that the solutions x t s x t, t , f, c of 3 exist0
 .  .  .  .and are continuous for every x s s f s g C and « s s c s g Vr
 w x.s g t y r, t .0 0
 . w xSystem 3 is said to be 7
 .DEFINITION 1. Practically stable if, given l, A , 0 - l F A, we have
5 5 5  .5x F l implies x t F A, t G t for every « g V and some t g R.rt 0 t 00
DEFINITION 2. Uniformly practically stable if Definition 1 holds for
every t g R.0
 . 5 5DEFINITION 3. Practically quasi-stable if, given l, B, T , we have x rt0
5  .5F l implies x t F B, t G t q T for every « g V and some t g R.0 t 0
DEFINITION 4. Uniformly practically quasi-stable if Definition 3 holds
for every t g R.0
 .DEFINITION 5. Contractively practically stable if, given l, A, B, T
 .0 - B - l F A , then we have the system is practically stable with respect
 .  .to l, A and practically quasi-stable with respect to l, B, T for every
« g V and some t g R.t 0
DEFINITION 6. Uniformly contractively practically stable if Definition 5
holds for every t g R.0
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III. MAIN RESULTS
 .In this section, we will study general RFDEs described as in 3 . In the
following discussion, it will be illustrated that quantitative-type informa-
tion about stability properties is achieved in the light of the analytical
method of Razumikhin-type theorems. First, some lemmas are presented.
w . qLEMMA 1. Suppose u: t y r, b ª R is a continuous function such0
 q .  q q.that there exist two continuous functions w g C R , R and p g C R , R
which satisfy the following conditions:
 .i
q < <D u t F yw u t if u F p u t for t g t , b ; 4 .  .  . .  . .  .  .rt 0
 .ii
p s G s for s G 0; 5 .  .
 .iii
<D s u ) 0 w u ) 0 / B. 6 4 .  .
< <  .Then, for every u g D, u F u implies u t F u for every t gr0 t 0 00w .t y r, b .0
 w . <  . 4Proof. Let P s t g t y r, b u t ) u . If P / B, then, following0 0
< <  4  .  .u F u , it must be that t s inf P G t . So, u t s u and u t F u forrt 0 0 0 00 w xt g t y r, t .0
 .  .   .. w xSince u t q u F u s u t F p u t for every u g yr, 0 , from condi-0
q .   ..   ..  .tion i , we can obtain that D u t F yw u t s yw u - 0. This0
 .  .implies that there exists d ) 0 such that u t - u t s u for every t g0
 .  .t, t q d : t, b . This contradicts the definition of t. Therefore, P s B.
The proof is completed.
w . qLEMMA 2. Suppose u: t y r, b ª R is a continuous function such0
 q . wthat there exist three continuous functions w g C R , R , m g C t y r,0
. q  4.  q q.b , R _ 0 , and p g C R , R which satisfy the following conditions:
 .i
q < <D u t F ym t w u t if u F p u t for t g t , b ; 7 .  .  .  . .  . .  .  .rt 0
 .ii
t
p u t G u t exp m s ds for t g t , b ; 8 .  .  . .  . . H 0 5
tyr
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 .iii
D s u ) 0 sup s y w s F u , w u ) 0 / B. 9 4 .  .  . 5
sGu
w .Then, for e¨ery u g D and t g t y r, b , the following inequality is0 0
established:
t
u t F u q u exp y m s ds , 10 .  .  .Ä H0  5
t0
 < < 4where u s max 0, u y u .Ä rt 00
Proof. Two cases are considered.
Case 1. u s 0. From Lemma 1, the conclusion holds.Ä
Case 2. u ) 0. Let 0 - k - 1 be arbitrary andÄ
t
l t s u t y u y u exp yk m s ds . 11 .  .  .  .Ä H0  5
t0
 <  . w .4  4Assume that T s t l t ) 0, t g t y r, b / B, we can get t s inf T .0
w .  .  . w xIt must be that t g t , b , l t s 0, and l t F 0 for t g t y r, t . There-0 0
w xfore, for every u g yr, 0 ,
tqu
u t q u F u q u exp yk m s ds .  .Ä H0  5
t0
t tF u q u exp yk m s ds exp k m s ds .  .Ä H H0  5 5 /t tyr0
t
- u t exp m s ds .  .H 5
tyr
F p u t . 12 .  . .
 .  .From conditions i and iii , it can be found that
tqD l t F ym t w u t y ku exp yk m s ds .  .  .  . .  . Ä H 5 /t0
s ym t w u t y k u t y u .  .  . .  . .0
- ym t w u t y u t q u F 0. 13 .  .  .  . . .0
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 .  .This implies that there exists d ) 0 such that l t - l t s 0 for every
 .  .t g t, t q d : t, b . This contradicts the definition of t. Therefore,
T s B or
t
u t F u q u exp yk m s ds for t g t y r , b . 14 .  . .  .Ä H0 0 5
t0
y  .Finally, let k ª 1 to find that 10 is established. The proof is completed.
w xRemark 1. Using Lemma 2, we also obtain the results in 10 in which
the following delay differential inequality is investigated:
q 5 5D u t F yf t u t q b u for t g t , b , 15 .  .  . .  . . rt 0
 .  .where r G 0, u t , and f t are continuous nonnegative functions on
w . w .  .t y r, b and t , b , respectively. f t is positive and nondecreasing on0 0
w .  .t , b and 0 - b - f t . By using the proof given by Lehman and Shujaee0
w x  .10 as the proof remains unchanged, we can get g t , which is the
nondecreasing unique continuous solution to
g  t . rf t y be , t g t y r , t , . .0 0 0
g t s 16 .  .
g  t . r f t y be , t g t , b . . .0
 .  .  .  .So, 10 holds for every u ) 0 when we show that m t s g t , w s s s,0
  ..  .  t  . 4and p u t s u t exp H g s ds . Finally, let u ª 0 to find the resulttyr 0
w x w x  w x.obtained in 10 which is a generalization of 3 also see 2, pp. 389]391 .
 .For system 3 , we present the following theorem from Lemma 2.
w . n q.THEOREM 1. Let V g C t y r, b = R , R be locally Lipschitzian in0
x and define the function
1
qD V t , x s lim V t q h , x q hf t , x , « y V t , x 17 .  .  .  . .t thqhª0
 . w . nfor t, x g t , b = R . Assume that there exist three continuous functions,0
 q . w . q  4.  q q.w g C R , R , m g C t y r, b , R _ 0 , and p g C R , R which sat-0
isfy the following conditions:
 .i
DqV t , x F ym t w V t , x .  .  . .
< <if V F p V t , x for t g t , b ; 18 . .  . .rt 0
 .ii
t
p V t , x G V t , x exp m s ds for t g t , b ; 19 .  .  . .  . . H 0 5
tyr
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 .  .iii D / B where D is defined in 9 .
w .Then, for every u g D and t g t y r, b , the following inequality is0 0
established:
t
V t , x F u q u exp y m s ds , 20 .  .  .Ä H0  5
t0
 < < 4where u s max 0, V y uÄ rt 00
 .  .  .  .Proof. Let x t s x t, t , f, c be any solution of 3 and define u t s0
  ..V t, x t . It can be found that
u t q h y u t s V t q h , x t q h y V t q h , x t q hf t , x , « .  .  .  .  . .  .t t
q V t q h , x t q hf t , x , « y V t , x t . 21 .  .  .  . . .t t
 . qSince V t, x is locally Lipschitzian in x, we obtain that, by letting h ª 0 ,
q < <D u t F ym t w u t if u F p u t for t g t , b . .  .  .  . . .  .  .rt 0
22 .
Directly from Lemma 2, the proof is completed.
Remark 2. Theorem 1 provides an analytical method to study the
transient behavior by yielding an exponential estimate of trajectory bounds.
This approach can be employed to investigate the practical stability of
retarded systems with uncertain disturbances. We will further illustrate
this result in the following corollary.
COROLLARY 1.1. Assume that the conditions in Theorem 1 hold for
t  .b s q`, lim H m s ds s q`, and there exist two continuous, increas-t ªq` t0
ing functions n , n : Rqª Rq such that1 2
5 5 5 5 nn x F V t , x F n x , t G t y r , x g R , 23 .  .  .  .1 2 0
 . y1 . y1  .. y1 .then, for e¨ery l, A, B where l ) n u , A s n n l , and n u1 0 1 2 1 0
 .- B - l, there exists a T G t such that system 3 is contracti¨ ely practically0
 .stable with respect to l, A, B, T .
5 5 < <  5  .5.4 5 5 .Proof. If x F l, then V F sup n x s s n xr r rt t sgw t yr , t x 2 2 t0 0 0 0 0
 .  .  .F n l . From the properties of n and n , we obtain that n l G n l2 1 2 2 1
 .G u . Therefore, u F n l y u .Ä0 2 0
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 .  .From 20 and 23 , it can be derived that, for t G t ,0
ty15 5x t F n u q n l y u exp y m s ds . 24 .  .  .  . . H1 0 2 0  5 /t0
So, the conclusion is established. The proof is completed.
IV. APPLICATION
In order to illustrate the methods involved in Section III, we will study
the LQ regulator problem with delayed and disturbed control signal.
Consider the following linear system:
x t s Ax t q Bu t , x t s x , 25 .  .  .  .  .Ç 0 0
 .where x is the state of the system assumed to be available for feedback
and the vector u represents a control signal. The matrices A, B have
 .compatible dimensions and the pair A, B is assumed to be stabilizable.
The following quadratic cost function is defined as follows:
`
T Tn x s x Qx q u Ru dt , 26 .  . .H0
t0
 .where the matrices Q and R are positive definite. The solution u t
 .  .minimizing n x for the trajectories of the system 25 is given by0
u t s yKx t , K s Ry1BTP , 27 .  .  .
where P is the positive solution of the algebraic Riccati equation
ATP q PA y PBRy1BTP q Q s 0. 28 .
In practical closed-loop systems, uncertain delayed perturbations are
w xgenerally imposed on the control signals 5 . So, the following model will
be considered:
x t s Ax t q B u t y h t q « t , 29 .  .  .  .  . . .Ç
 .  < 5 5 4where « t g V s h h F « is an uncertain, bounded disturbance at
  ..time t, and u t y h t defines the control signal disturbed by the delayed
 .perturbations. h t is a bounded, nonnegative function, and there exists a
 .constant number, h, such that 0 F h t F hr2. It should be pointed out
 .that the closed-loop system 29 is nonlinear due to the delayed perturba-
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 .  .tions h t . The initial condition for system 25 is given by
x t s c t , t g t y h , t , 30 .  .  .0 0
 .where c t is a continuous function.
Our purpose is to investigate the practical stability of the closed-loop
 .  .  .system 29 when the control strategies 27 and 28 are employed. First,
consider the following problem.
Suppose that a ) b ) 0, r ) 0, and
sh
P s s 0 - s - a y exp b . 31 . 5 /2
qw . .For every u g P, if u g C t y h, b , R satisfies0
q ’D u t F y a y qb u t q r u t .  .  .  . .
2< <if u F q u t , t g t , b , 32 . .  .ht 0
2 u hwhere q s e , then, from Lemma 2, it can be found that
r 2 r 2
< <u t F q max 0, u y exp yu t y t , 33 4 .  .  .ht 00 54 g u 4 g u .  .
where
u h
g u s u a y exp b y u 34 .  . / /2
’ .  .  .w . xwhen we show that m t s u , w s s 1ru a y qb s y r s ,
 2  ..   .. 2  .w r r4 g u G 0, and sup s y w s s r r4 g u .s) 0
 .If g 9 u s 0, then, through simple computation, it can be verified that0
 .  .u g P. This implies that condition 32 holds, and hence 33 holds for0
 .u s u . According to the property of the function g, we have g u s0 0
  .4max g s . Therefore, we obtain the following lemma.sg R
qw . .  .LEMMA 3. If u g C t y h, b , R satisfies condition 32 for e¨ery0
 . w .u g P, then 33 holds for u s u and t g t y h, b where u is the0 0 0
unique solution of the equation described as follows:
u h u h0 0
g 9 u s a y exp 1 q b y 2u s 0. 35 .  .0 0 /  /2 2
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Now, let
a s l Py1r2 Q q K TRK Py1r2 , 36 . . .min
Ä y1r2 T y1r2 y1r2 T y1r2 25 5 5 5b s h P K RKAP q P K RKP , 37 . .
1r2 y1r2 T5 5 5 5r s « 2 P B q h P K RKB , 38 . .
 . T  .  .and V x s x t Px t , then we ha¨e the following theorem.
THEOREM 2. Suppose that
 .i a ) b ) 0;
 .ii
l P .maxy1r2 y1r2l ) l P u , a s l , l P u - b - l, .  .’ ’min 0 min 0( l P .min
where
r 2
u s . 39 .0 4 g u .0
 .Then there exists a T G t such that the closed-loop system 29 is0
 .contractively practically stable with respect to l, a , b , T . More obviously,
 .  .   ..33 holds for u s u , u t s V x t , and t G t y h where u is the0 0 0
 .unique solution of 35 .
Proof. Through simple computation, it can be found that
Ç T T T TV x s y x t Q qK RK x t q 2 x t K RK x t y x t yh t .  .  .  .  .  . . . .
q 2 xT t PB« t . 40 .  .  .
2 2 u h< <  .If V F q V t , where q s e , thenht
5 1r2 5 5 1r2 5sup P x s F q P x t . 41 4 .  .  .
w xsg tyh , t
It should be noticed that
xT t K TRK x t y x t y h t .  .  . . .
t1r2 y1r2 T5 5 5 5F P x t P K RKx t dt . 42 .  .  .ÇH
tyhr2
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 .  .  .  .Therefore, for every u g P, substituting 29 , 41 , and 42 into 40 , it can
be derived that
q ’D V x F y a y qb V x q r V x . 43 .  .  .  .  .
 .  .Following Lemma 3, it can be found that 33 holds for u s u , u t s0
  ..V x t , and t G t y h. Note that0
5 5 2 5 5 2l P x F V x F l P x . 44 .  .  .  .min max
So, using the proof presented in Corollary 1.1, the proof is completed.
w x  .Remark 3. In 5 , it has been shown that condition i in Theorem 2
 .ensures the closed-loop system 29 without uncertain disturbance remains
asymptotically stable.
V. CONCLUSION
By using the technique of Lyapunov functions, information about the
practical stability and estimates of trajectory bounds is derived for retarded
systems with uncertain external disturbance. The motivation behind this
work is to achieve the quantitative type of transient characteristics of the
general solutions of retarded functional differential equations with distur-
bances by combining the analytical method of Razumikhin-type theorems
and the concept of practical stability. With the help of works in Section IV,
we investigate the stability properties of LQ problems with uncertain input
delay and external disturbances, and illustrate the application of our
results obtained in Section III. This work provides an effective quantitative
analysis to retarded functional differential equations.
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